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Hugh Trevor-Roper, Europe's physician:
the various life of Sir Theodore Turquet de
Mayerne, New Haven and London, Yale
University Press, 2006, pp. xii, 438, illus.,
£25.00, US$35.00 (hardback 0-300-11263-7).
By the 1970s, Hugh Trevor-Roper was
rumoured to be working on the first full-length
biography of Sir Theodore Turquet de Mayerne.
Aroyalphysician totheearly Stuartsfrom1611,
Mayerne was a Huguenot exile, chemical phy-
sician, and the first clinician in England to keep
elaborate case notes on his patients. He died in
1655, very wealthy and very fat. By the twen-
tiethcentury,thegreatreputationhehadenjoyed
had dwindled, and he appeared in the historio-
graphy episodically rather than as a whole
person. But what engaging episodes: his diplo-
macy and spying for King James; his treatment
of John Donne, which earned him a place in the
Meditations; his recipes for the skin medicine
calomel and for the British coronation oil; his
plan for building continental-style plague
houses, in which he complained in an aside
about the great numbers of rats and vermin that
attended outbreaks; Rubens’ dark and formid-
able portrait of him; his production of the first
London Pharmacopoeia; and his advocacy of
chemical medicine in Paris and London.
Through the 1990s, the public fruits of Trevor-
Roper’s labour were few. Mayerne figured
prominently in an article on early Stuart medical
patronage, and another study examined his
treatise on the chemistry of paints and pigments.
These two articles hinted at the richness of the
subject’s cosmopolitan life, but also at some-
thing else: Mayerne, as Trevor-Roper notes, did
not make things easy for a biographer. His story
lay buried in manuscripts strewn about Europe,
often in obscure archives, and written in half a
dozen languages. Moreover, there is a large
lacuna in the evidence. Sir Hans Sloane pur-
chased Mayerne’s medical manuscripts, but
most of his private papers disappeared amidst
lawsuits amongst his heirs. There are tantalizing
clues as to their whereabouts, which Trevor-
Roper vividly described to me in 1993 as we
discussed my research on the casebooks. After
his death a decade later, I assumed that neither
thearchivenorthebiographywouldseethelight
of day. Fortunately, I was wrong about one of
these. Written mostly before 1979, Europe's
Physician was edited by Trevor-Roper’s literary
executor,BlairWorden.Onedangerofthisbook
is that the story of Mayerne’s life unfolds in
prose so graceful and limpid that one is apt to
overlook the originality of the underlying
research.
The chief contribution of the book is its
brilliant reconstruction of Mayerne’s cosmo-
politan world. This mental world consisted
primarily of the international Calvinist move-
ment and the continental struggle for chemical
medicine, and, closer to home, the French Wars
of Religion and the battle between Paracelsians
and Galenists within the Paris Medical Faculty.
Trevor-Roper has generously peopled this world
withMayerne’sassociates,friends,mentors,and
enemies. We follow his Genevan birth, his
education at Montpellier, his travels throughout
Europe, and his long stints as a royal physician
in Paris and London. We find the great
Huguenot general, Henri, Duc de Rohan taking
the young physician on a tour through Europe,
where Mayerne contacted chemical physicians,
investigated spas, mineral waters, salt mines,
and medicinal simples. We find his medical
mentors, first Joseph du Chesne, who probably
introduced Mayerne to chemical medicine, and
then Jean Ribit, Sieur de la Rivi  ere, who over-
saw his early practice and was instrumental in
securing a position for him at court. We find the
Galenist Jean Riolan attacking the trio of
chemists in the Antimony Wars. We find the
great Huguenot scholar, Isaac Casaubon, a
lifelong friend, also to be lured to London by
King James. Mayerne’s tact, wit, and confident
bedside manner allowed him to boast some of
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patients, including Cardinal Richelieu, whom he
treated for syphilis. Still, for all his grace and
charm, his position began to erode after the
assassination of Henri IV. As the French court
increasingly returned to Rome, Mayerne left for
London, becoming a royal physician to King
James in 1611, where his Calvinism and his
chemical medicine would be less of a problem.
For Trevor-Roper, Mayerne’s public persona
was that of the Hippocratic chemist. Mayerne
dissociated himself from the passionate
polemics of Paracelsus, while consistently
arguing that chemical medicine could be
squared with the best traditions of Greek med-
icine. The Hippocratic commitment to clinical
observation, found in the Epidemics, was clearly
an important influence on Mayerne’s own
casebooks. He argued that the discovery of new
remedies was precisely in keeping with the
empiricismthatHippocrateshadcounselled,and
that it was the very nature of medicine to pro-
gress. Though Trevor-Roper does not mention
it, Mayerne argued that various Hippocratic
texts, particularly On ancient medicine, clearly
taught that the body contained chemical quali-
ties in addition to the four qualities of hot, cold,
wet, and dry. These chemical qualities caused
diseases and required chemical cures. Mayerne
clearly argued these points in the only medical
treatise published during his lifetime, the
Apologia of 1603. Other Paracelsians of
Mayerne’s generation shared this view, as Jole
Shackelford’s recent study of Severinus’ Idea
medicinae philosophicae has shown. Mayerne
was cautious in his public practice as a royal
physician, using chemical remedies alongside
many traditional ones and striving for co-
operation and consensus among royal healers.
The very success of the book in portraying
Mayerne’s network of associates, however,
raises anew the most difficult question for the
interpretation of his life: how do we square his
public persona with his private life? Mayerne
always retained the sense of himself as an
outsider. He thrived in Paris and London,
without being at home in either place. When not
in attendance at court, he returned to a domestic
and personal world peopled by Huguenot exiles,
continental Calvinists, chemical apothecaries,
and skilled craftsmen. He nurtured a lifelong
interest in Hermetic, alchemical, and Rosicrucian
principles. In Paris, he secretly met with a
society of Hermetic thinkers known by code
names. His letter book contains an outline of
Rosicrucianprinciples,andhisnotebooksrecord
his own alchemical experiments. This evidence
is difficult to reconcile with Mayerne’s public
portrayal of himselfas amoderate establishment
chemist. There are inevitably some conflicts
with the post-1979 historiography. Imagine
writing this book without the recent work of
Allen Debus, Bruce Moran, Lawrence Brockliss
and Colin Jones, Jole Shackelford, I M Lonie,
Ole Peter Grell and Andrew Cunningham, and
manyothers.Mayerne’sCalvinism,forinstance,
is portrayed as a generalized Erasmian inclina-
tion to reform, almost devoid of theological
content (pp. 11–13). Mayerne was indeed tol-
erant by the standards of his day, but recent
research has demonstrated that many of his
generation found Paracelsian metaphysics
appealing precisely because they seemed to
complement Protestant theology. Still, the
extraordinary detective work underlying this
book will establish it as the foundation for any
furtherappraisalsofMayerne’slifeandasoneof




Susan K Morrissey, Suicide and the body
politic in imperial Russia, Cambridge Social and
Cultural Histories, Cambridge University Press,
2006, pp. xv, 384, illus., £55.00, $99.00
(hardback 978-0-521-86545-6).
‘‘You be Don Quixote but I’ve had enough.’’
The absurdity of the ‘‘worldly circus’’ led one
Lieutenant Kvitsynskii, in 1852, to write this
striking line in his suicide note and precipitate
his own death with a pistol. A bemused civil
servant in Tsar Nicholas I’s security apparatus
(the infamous and inquisitive Third Section)
dryly recorded the death and quoted this note
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the suicide motivated by boredom was a genre
cultivated by some Russians who sought neither
theheroicfinalgesture oftherevolutionarymartyr
nor the tragic self-destruction of the deranged.
Killing oneself had various meanings in imperial
Russia, and those meanings and their arbiters are
the subject of this vividly written study.
Examining a prodigiously varied array of
sources, Morrissey shows how Russians enacted
and interpreted self-killing from the sixteenth
century to the eve of Revolution. For early
modern Russians, the means of death mattered.
Russian Orthodoxy, like western Christianity,
regarded the suicide as a rebel against God, and
his remains as polluted. Towns had ‘‘wretched
houses’’ on their outskirts for suicides, those who
died inexplicable deaths, and strangers’ remains.
Drinking oneself to death was a dishonourable
exit in Russian religious and secular views.
Significant shifts in regulation came with
the dissenting Orthodox Old Believers’ late-
seventeenth-century revolts, in the form of mass
immolation. These fiery rejections of authority
were the first use in Russia of self-destruction as
politicalprotest.PetertheGreatrespondedinpart
by criminalizing attempted suicide in his
westernized military; noteworthy exceptions
weremadeformensufferingfrom‘‘torment’’and
‘‘madness’’—foreseeing an insanity defence. He
also tried to shift the suicide’s body from the
‘‘wretched house’’ to the autopsy chamber.
Russia’srulerswouldnotcompletethisshiftfrom
sin to crime, and thence to a medicalized, social
issue,untilthelateimperialera.Morrisseyargues
that Russians followed this general European
trajectory but with significant distinctions; she
also contends, and diligently demonstrates, how
the sacred permeated the secular, how the
medical metaphor servedpolitical ends.Russians
approaching the suicide and his claims did so
with ‘‘a kind of cultural reflexivity. Often
convinced of their own backwardness, Russians
constantly looked to Europe in order to interpret
past and present experiences and to anticipate
future developments’’ (p. 9).
Romantic sensibility, medical professionali-
zationand the appearanceof Russian statisticians
in the early nineteenth century all tempered
views of suicide, leading to decriminalization in
1845. A new crime, abuse of authority, made
serf-owners liable if a serf killed himself, and
forensic autopsies provided the evidence. Yet
Russia’s backwardness meant suicide was less
prevalent than in Europe—a Europe Russia
understood itself to be joining, albeit at a huge
delay. With the Great Reforms of the 1860s
(freeing serfs, transforming the courts) doctors
seized upon suicide, and the flow of European
medical literature on it, toproduce constructions
ofself-killingastheresult of‘‘pathologiesofthe
self’’ (pp. 194–202). Psychiatry’s ‘‘new toolbox
of diagnostic terms’’ (p. 201) enabled Russia’s
doctors to prescribe for the body politic.
Implicitly and explicitly their prescriptions were
a critique of the ‘‘kingdom of darkness’’—the
autocratic patriarchal order that persisted,
despite accelerating modernity.
That modernity yielded a political opposition
devoted to terrorism; the political suicide now
re-entered public life as socialist ‘‘martyrs’’, and
cheated the executioner in Siberian camps and
Petersburg fortresses. Psychiatrists and medical
expertsrespondedambivalentlytotheescalation
of violence after 1905’s abortive revolution.
Some discerned a ‘‘revolutionary psychosis’’
that was purifying and positive, while most
began to see terrorists’ suicidal ‘‘martyrdom’’ as
‘‘insane and meaningless violence’’ caused by
degeneration (p. 291). Medical experts con-
fronting suicide (as with so many other socio-
medical problems in late imperial Russia)
see-sawed between an oppositional stance to
tsarist patriarchy and a guarded awareness that
only by engaging with the state could medical
professions exist.
This brief summary of the medical highlights
of this lucid and subtly textured book can only
hintat thewealth within.Inscaleandambitionit
will remind readers of Laura Engelstein’s
magisterial The keys to happiness: sex and the
search for modernity in fin-de-si  ecle Russia
(Ithaca,1992).Likethatwork,Morrissey’sbook
should be read by all historians of modernity—




Book ReviewsSabine Dumschat, Ausl€ andische Mediziner
im Moskauer Rußland, Quellen und Studien zur
Geschichte des o ¨stlichen Europa, Band 67,
Stuttgart, Franz Steiner 2006, pp. 750, d88.00
(hardback 3-515-08512-2; 978-3-515-08512-0).
In the last quarter of the fifteenth century,
Tatar dominance over Russia came to an end
after roughly 250 years, and contacts with
western neighbours increased. The Russian
Grand Princes soon became aware of the tech-
nicalachievementsofthewestandwereeagerto
take advantage of them. From the reign of Ivan
III (1462–1505), western specialists in various
fields (for example, military matters, building,
and mining) were systematically recruited,
among them also medical men.
In her comprehensive work, a PhD thesis at
the University of Hamburg, Sabine Dumschat
meticulously traces the lives of the western
medical practitioners who came to Russia
between the end of the fifteenth and the end of
the seventeenth centuries. She found 294 per-
sons who had contact with Muscovy and con-
centrates on the 240 who entered the service of
the state. Only thirty-six of these foreigners had
an academic training as doctors; most were
surgeons, and forty-one were apothecaries.
Dumschat has used a wide range of sources, but
most important were the files of the Aptekarskij
prikaz, the Apothecary Office ofthe seventeenth
century. As the author indicates, these files are
an excellent source for medical history in the
narrow sense, as they contain, among other
material, precise notes on diagnoses and
treatments.
The book contains six main chapters, besides
the Introduction (A). In the first (B), the orga-
nization of official health care is described. It is
important to stress that the authorities did not
provide medical services for the general popu-
lation, who continued to be treated by Russian
male and female healers and by clerics. The
foreign medical men and the state apothecary
initially worked solely for the court and a small
part of the elite. They were employed by the
state, and it was only in the last quarter of
the seventeenth century that they were allowed
to practise freely outside this narrow circle.
But, due to the lack of sources, the author is not
able to shed light on these activities.
In chapter C the origins ofthe foreignmedical
practitioners are dealt with as far as they could
be ascertained. The biggest group (sixty-two
men) was formed by Germans, mostly from the
Protestant north; forty more came from Poland–
Lithuania, most of them White Russians. The
next big group (twenty-three) consisted of
Englishmen and Scotsmen, followed by the
Dutch (twelve). Remarkably, the number of
Jews was quite small, as they were not, in
principle, allowed to settle in Muscovy.
Although there were particular individual
motives for emigration to Russia (chapter D), the
author indicates two strong incentives: the
excellent career possibilities and the enormous
salaries, as well as other privileges. In the
seventeenthcentury,aphysicianwithauniversity
degree could earn even more than the most
important boyars at court. The English doctor
Samuel Collins wrote to a friend in July 1663:
‘‘My businesse in Russia was to gett an Estate to
subsist upon in my laterdays’’ (p. 137). The
income of the surgeons was considerably lower,
but probably still better than in the west. As
Dumschat shows in the chapter (E) entitled ‘Von
der Anwerbung zur Ausreise’, the requirements
were high and not many charlatans seem to have
made their way to Muscovy. This is not sur-
prising, for among the activities of the medical
men (chapter F), the most important duty was
caringforthehealthofthemonarch’sfamily.The
physicians were responsible for diagnosis, while
externaltreatment,forinstanceblood-letting,was
carried out by surgeons; drugs, which were taken
internally,couldbeadministeredonlybydoctors.
The rigid fasting prescriptions of the Orthodox
Churchdidnotallowmedicinecontaininganimal
components to be consumed on fast days. As
western prescriptions usually included animal
components—while the Russian ones were
herbal—this posed considerable problems.
If the Tsar gave his consent, further groups of
patients such as nobles, members of foreign
embassies, and clerics could be treated by these
men. From the middle of the seventeenth
century, the care of wounded soldiers became a
main occupation of the surgeons. It was at this
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organize the training of native medical staff.
As Dumschat points out, the western doctores
medicinae and apothecaries had a high standing,
andwereimportantfiguresintheculturalsphere,
many being active as artists, writers, merchants,
translators, diplomats, astronomers, and astrol-
ogers. The social and religious life of these
medical practitioners (chapter G) mostly took
place among the other foreigners. They were
active members of society, especially on behalf
oftheirrespectivereligiouscommunities.Onthe
other hand, their contact with Russians seems to
have been restricted to the professional level.
The author believes that these doctors and
surgeonshadadecisiveroleinspreadingwestern
learned medicine in Russia, especially from the
mid-seventeenth century when the number of
western surgeons rose, thereby increasing con-
tact with the lower classes of the population.
Dumschathaswrittenaveryvaluable,carefully
researched and well structured book, using an
impressive amount of primary sources. In an
immenseeffort, she hastracedall foreign medical
men in Muscovy over two centuries and has
collected the available information about them.
Of great value alsois Appendix 1, which provides
short biographies of these men, including refer-
encestoprimaryandsecondarysources.Thebook
could have been tightened to some extent—there
are redundancies (especially between the main
text and Appendix 1), and the detailed display of
the source material is not always necessary—but
anyone who has done time-consuming archival
work with hand-written sources and has collected
scattered information on a new topic knows how
difficult it is to restrict oneself.
Nada Bo  skovska,
University of Zurich
Virginia Smith, Clean: a history of personal
hygiene and purity, Oxford University Press,
2007,pp.xi,457,illus.,£16.99(hardback978-0-
19-929779-5).
Cleanliness is next to godliness, table man-
ners, monetary exchange and a host of other
humanbehaviours;howhasitescapedthenotice
of anthropologists, ethnologists and historians
for so long? One of Virginia Smith’s many
accomplishments in this excellent study is
integrating the philosophies and practices cen-
tral to the subject. Cleanliness is part of medical
routinesessentialforthepreventionofdisease;it
has an aesthetic foundation in the human love of
order and beauty and the exercise of such on the
body; and it has a moral dimension in percep-
tions of purity, that of the body in harmony with
the soul. By explaining the contradictions
inherent in these concepts, the author identifies
why the very few previous publications on
cleanliness have dealt with either theories of
hygiene or related inventions, but not both.
Practicesenhancingbeautycanendangerhealth;
they encourage vanity and self-obsession,
behaviours in conflict with moral purity, and
scientific discoveries connecting health with
hygiene are sometimes incompatible with reli-
gious beliefs. Because of these tensions, the
historyofcleanliness hasnotbeena‘‘positivist’’
progression of improvement, as Smith demon-
strates, but characterized by periods of
‘‘regression’’, when moral concerns take pre-
cedent over the aesthetic or the latter over the
scientific.
This crucial theoretical basis is clearly laid
out in the introduction, after which the author
presents a very comprehensive narrative from
animal grooming behaviour through to twenty-
first-century environmental concerns. Cleanli-
ness begins with biological processes at a
cellular level and the instinctive revulsion of all
primates for the rotten and excremental. In
human society, technology comes to the aid of
cleaning activities and influences a wide range
of behaviours and artefacts; bathing, shaving,
perfuming, hairdressing, laundering, house-
keeping, food preparation, to list a few, all of
which have a huge impact on domestic material
culture, architecture and urban planning.
Hygieneis closely linkedtoreligious beliefsand
practices: dietary restrictions, the sacred prop-
erties of water, beliefs and rituals relating to
pollution and purity. The Greeks first made the
conscious connection of cleanliness with health
and absence of disease, placing the care of the
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of enhanced well-being. Such ideas and prac-
tices were inherited by the Romans and
embraced by Galen as principles of western
medicine in its attempts to understand and
thereby control the inner workings of the body.
However, the standards of hygiene achieved in
the classical world did not last; with the fall of
Rome went much of the technology necessary to
maintain urban communal baths, Christian
asceticism rejected the care of the body as
detrimental to the soul, and medicine required
several more centuries of scientific discoveries
to make the microbiological link between dirt
and disease.
Politics is the fourth factor in the history of
cleanliness; as Smith explains, for centuries the
means to be clean were available only to the
wealthy. The concentration of dirt and fre-
quency of epidemics in urban environments
made the importance of public hygiene evident
in antiquity, although, until the nineteenth
century, this often involved nothing more
technical than keeping the unwashed poor well
outofsightandsmelloftherich.FollowingJohn
Snow’s discovery of the cause of a cholera
outbreak in London in the 1850s, the provision
of clean water supplies and sewerage were
established as modern public health essentials,
reinforced by Louis Pasteur’s concurrent dis-
coveries in germ theory. Yet as Smith discusses,
such ‘‘progress’’ has its detrimental side-effects,
environmental and immunological.
Clean serves as an excellent introduction to
the historyof hygiene, body and soul, public and
personal. Smith has expertly marshalled a vast
amount of research on a wide variety of subjects
fromanequallyimpressiverangeofprimaryand
secondary sources. Her findings are presented in
a lucid and engaging style, with remarkable
discipline given the breadth of the subject and
the limits of the book’s size. It is a shame that
Oxforddidnotofferamoregenerousformat;the
topic really deserves the large, three-volume
presentation of L’Univers Historique’s new
series, Histoire du corps. Nevertheless, Clean
establishes a new domain in the study of human
behaviour, providing an essential text for his-
torians of medicine, architecture, and material
culture; scholars and students of social history,
anthropology, ethnology and cultural studies.
Susan North,
V&A Museum, London
Simon Carter, Rise and shine: sunlight,
technology and health, Oxford and New York,
Berg, 2007, pp. ix, 134, £55.00, $99.95 (hard-
back 978-1-84520-130-2), £19.99, $34.95
(paperback 978-1-84520-131-9).
Richard Hobday, The light revolution:
health, architecture and the sun, Forres, Find-
horn Press, 2006, pp. 172, £7.99 (paperback
978-1-84409-087-7).
A summer holiday in California seemed the
perfect place to review these two new books that
deal in their different ways with our changing
relationship with the sun. In Rise and shine,
SimonCarteroffersananalysisofsunlightinthe
mediation of health, pleasure, the body, race,
and class, exploring our ambivalent relationship
to the sun and sunlight. His aim is to ‘‘consider
how the material impact of the sun upon bodies
is mediated by a series of sociotechnical arte-
facts—such as past medical therapies, suntan-
ning lotions and even architectural design’’
(p. 7). Taking as his starting point the complex
relationship between bodies and sunlight, along
the way he touches briefly on such themes as
attitudes towards the sun, the history of camp-
ing, debates about rickets and tuberculosis, and
the histories of the League of Sunshine and the
World of Sunlight.
Thus Carter covers such themes as shifts
between seeing the sun as a danger, to what he
terms a sensuous physicality; travel as health,
culture, and pilgrimage; aristocratic and middle-
class ideals of beauty; debates about sunlight
and rickets; heliotherapy as a means of tackling
tuberculosis; movements such as the People’s
League of Health and the Sunlight League; and
the garden city movement. Carter argues, for
example, that ‘‘the sun unproblematically con-
denses and signifies the essence of modern
travel and sensuous pleasure’’ (p. 3). Some of
the sections are more interesting because their
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example, of the brief mention ofthe inventionof
sun cream and Ambre Solaire (p. 101). The
conclusion, drawing heavily on Science and
Technology Studies and in particular on Actor
Network Theory, is perhaps the most disap-
pointing section, focusing on what it terms
‘‘helio-humans’’. Thus Carter argues that ‘‘the
body in sunlight is always mediated by the
sociotechnical assemblages surrounding it ...
the continuing and changing relations of bodies
to their environments continue to be influenced
by ...residual figurations’’ (p. 110). This is
really a work of synthesis, and at times an
uneasy mix of social history and sociology. But
generally this is an attractive and well-written
book, offering well-organized if brief summa-
ries of interesting aspects of this history.
Richard Hobday’s The light revolution, on the
other hand, is really about how to use sunlight to
promote health in the built environment. His
argument is that artificial light has an impact on
physiological and psychological well-being,
through depression, vulnerability to super bugs,
and Vitamin D deficiency. Hobday deploys
some historical evidence in support of this
argument—Greeks and Romans; Florence
Nightingale; public health; the debate over
rickets; and the preoccupation with the sun seen
intheworkofmodernistarchitectssuchasAlver
Aalto. Nevertheless the tone is relentlessly
strident,and,whilethebookoffersasummaryof
the recent (mainly clinical and biomedical) lit-
erature, the failure to include either footnotes or
endnotes means that the source for many of the
statements made remains elusive. Hobday is
desperate to prove his argument, and this leads
to much repetition. The evidence for Seasonal
Affective Disorder (SAD) remains unclear, with
Hobday admitting the research is ‘‘in its early
stages’’ (p. 30), while his call for the promotion
of sunbathing seems to run counter to most of
the medical evidence.
A wide range of health problems—heart
disease, sleep disorders, and cancer among
others—are linked to lack of sunlight. Moreover
Hobday’s focus on Vitamin D deficiency leads
him to downplay the role of diet in the interwar
discussion of rickets, along with the issue of
malignant melanoma more recently. The section
on architecture and street design is perhaps the
most interesting, covering the work of Le
Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, and Maxwell Fry
among others. Hobday has an important and
interesting argument—that there should be a
greater appreciation of natural light and direct
sunlight on the part of designers and legisla-
tors—but his historical material is largely
marshalled in support of this central thesis, and
for that reason the book is of limited interest to
the readers of this journal.
That said, postgraduate students searching for
a suitable thesis topic could usefully be directed
to these books, particularly Rise and shine.
Together they suggest the untapped potential of
historical research exploring the history of our
attitudes towards the sun and sunlight.
John Welshman,
Lancaster University
Jeremy A Greene, Prescribing by numbers:
drugs and the definition of disease, Baltimore,
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007, pp. xv,
318, £33.50, $49.95 (hardback 0-8018-8477-2).
In the second half of the twentieth century we
havewitnessedtheemergenceofanewmodelof
disease based on numerical deviations rather
than symptoms and treated on a preventive basis
before any overt signs of illness develop. This
concept of treating healthy patients is not a
recent product of genetic medicine but arose
gradually in concert with the development and
use of a set of safe, effective and highly mar-
ketable prescription drugs. Jeremy Greene uses
the careers of an antihypertensive, an antidia-
betic and a cholesterol reducing agent to show
how this rather ‘‘insidious’’ paradigm shift in
American health care has come about.
Greene’s historical journey starts with the
development and introduction of the first palat-
able pill for hypertension, chlorothiazide or
Diuril1 in 1958. Diuril, however, did not
develop out of any targeted search for an anti-
hypertensive therapy. The drug did not even
have any connection with hypertension until it
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Rather, Diuril was meant to start its career as a
novel diuretic agent; as a product of Merck
Sharp & Dohme’s Renal Program. Diuretics
were known to capture a substantial market with
many therapeutic indications—though hyper-
tension was not among them. The subsequent
transformation of Diuril from a diuretic into an
antihypertensive drug illustrates in a prototypic
way the mutually constitutive processes of
research, clinical practice and medical market-
ing in American medicine in the second half of
the twentieth century.
By the time of Diuril’s launch, clinical
research was clearly understood in explicit
relation to marketing at Merck Sharp & Dohme
(MSD). Clinical research was intended both to
generate data for the more convincing promo-
tion of Diuril and to serve as a promotional
structure in itself. The marketeers divided
clinician-researchers into a marketing structure
with two concentric spheres. The outer ring
involved lesser-known researchers of negligible
influence, while the core consisted of a group of
highly influential leaders in the field, who acted
as models for their peers in their endorsement of
a product.
Diuril’s road show, as Greene aptly calls the
polished and penetrating promotion campaign,
included symposia and publications featuring
Diuril in peer-reviewed journals and the so-
called ‘‘throwaway journals’’, the medical
newsmagazines and the firm’s house organ. In
addition, MSD marketing staff deployed journal
advertisements, direct mail and sales represen-
tatives to visit individual doctors. As a visual aid
and as part and parcel of a unidirectional gift
economy, the company used an idealized
dynamic image of fluid physiology, the iconic
figure of the so-called ‘‘Diuril Man’’. Moreover,
MSD publicists set out to persuade some of the
best-known science writers of the day to write
special interest stories for publication in news-
papers and newsmagazines. The ultimate
objective of this information bombardment was
to raise physician and consumer awareness of
both drug and disease. To test the effect of the
marketing strategy on everyday clinical prac-
tice, physicians’ prescribing habits were closely
monitored. Going by the record-breaking sales
of MSD’s first blockbuster drug, the Diuril
campaign worked out rather well, and would
become a template for the promotion of thera-
peutic drugs in America.
Greene calls it ironic that the subsequent
decline andneglect ofDiurilanditsclonesinthe
decades following their initial brand-name glory
was due to the emergence of newer generations
of hypertensive agents that used precisely the
samepromotionalstructure.Butitwaseverthus.
Drug career cycles generally encompass three
phases: first, an expanding use, accompanied by
high expectations; then, rising criticism and
disappointment; and finally contracting use and
limited application. These phases need not be
sequential: they often overlap. Drug promotion
as rooted in both education and salesmanship
can be regarded as an integral part of this
cyclical economy of drug development and use,
and in a broader sense the cyclical economy of
American medicine. Another weakness of the
book is the absence of a cross-cultural per-
spective. Are we confronted with a typical
American development or, as the British poly-
pill promotion at the end suggests, with a more
universal therapeutic transition?
In the process of circulating between bench,
bedside and the public sphere not only the
multiple identities of Diuril as a research object,
medical tool and commodity changed but so did
its handlers and the disease they tried to tame.
After the introduction of Diuril, hypertension
would become a category incommensurate with
the hypertension that came before; the disease
was redefined in terms of numerical thresholds
and clinical guidelines ranging from mild,
moderate up to severe. Subsequently, in fol-
lowing the conjugated careers of Orinase and
diabetes as well as of Mevacor and cholesterol,
Greene shows convincingly that our notions of
diagnosis, prognosis and therapy co-evolve.
I heartily recommend this book, which rightly
emphasizes that the genesis of the pharmaco-
therapy of risk cannot be reduced simply to a
clever marketing effort. It is important to realize
that the everyday practice of ‘‘prescribing by
numbers’’ has propagated a new moral economy
of health values and a new set of surveillance
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understood implications for our health care at
the dawn of predictive medicine.
Toine Pieters,
VU Medical Centre, Amsterdam
John E Lesch, The first miracle drugs: how
the sulfa drugs transformed medicine, Oxford
University Press, 2007, pp. xi, 364, £35.99,
$59.50 (hardback 978-0-1951-8775-5).
The history of the sulfa drugs is one of those
that have been overshadowed by other stories
for quite some time. In the historiography of
anti-infective therapies the sulfas have been
dwelling in the shadow of fungal antibiotics and
of the assumption that it was with the latter that
the therapeutic revolution got started during the
Second World War. In a more peculiar way the
historiography of these medicines has also
suffered from a somewhat hagiographic
focus—thereby reducing the history of a whole
class of drugs to the biography of Gerhard
Domagk, a German medical researcher who in
1939 was awarded the Nobel Price for his work
on prontosil, the first of these medicines. As
Lesch makes clear, however, this is a truly
misleading picture. The sulfa drugs, derived
from so-called azo-dyes, should better be
understood as being part and parcel of a system
of invention that had developed in the German
pharmaceutical industry from the late nine-
teenth century. In the specific case of prontosil,
Bayer (later part of I G Farben) had pursued a
research and development strategy on anti-
infective therapy from pre-First World War
days. Heinrich Ho ¨rlein, a trained chemist,
managed this research, bringing together
medical people like Domagk with chemists like
Joseph Klarer and Fritz Mietzsch. It was meant
to be a long term involvement and that was
indeed what was needed. What started as an
industrial system of invention inspired by Paul
Ehrlich’s views on chemotherapy well before
the Great War made very little headway in the
1920s. Thus, the molecule that finally was
marketed as prontosil from 1935 onwards
encountered the widespread scepticism that had
resulted from the futile search for Ehrlich’s
magic bullets. Eventually, the medicine turned
out to be effective against such conditions as
pneumonia, gonorrhoea and others. Lesch
carefully reconstructs the reception in major
national drug markets like France, Germany,
Great Britain and the US in the late 1930s. For
example, in France the introduction of sulfa
drugs was slowed down because they were
perceived as a threat to a major asset of the
nation’s pharmaceutical industry, therapeutic
vaccines.
However, after some hesitation the sulfas got
off the mark and with them, as Lesch argues, the
therapeutic revolution of the mid-twentieth
century. The Second World War cut off the
German industry from its export markets while
at the same time providing a powerful stimulus
for the development of more such medicines in
other countries. By the end of war there were
literally thousands of known therapeutic mole-
cules of this class and quite a few of these had
been successfully marketed as medicines. Lesch
singles out the example of sulfapyridine,
popularly known as M&B 693, developed by the
British company May & Baker, and follows in
some detail the trajectory of this drug. That the
sulfas sparked the therapeutic revolution is not
onlyconnectedtothefactthattheywereactually
the first of a series of ‘‘miracle drugs’’ that came
to be invented between the 1930s and the 1960s,
but also that other typical features of that his-
torical phenomenon such as standardization of
medical practice and a close link between
medicalandindustrialtechnologiesareshownto
be present in their history.
Lesch’s story essentially closes in the
immediate aftermath of the Second World War.
Itisbasedonscrupulousandexhaustivearchival
research and an admirable command of scho-
larly sources. Although some passages are a
demanding read for those with little or no
knowledge of chemistry, it is certainly not a
specialist account. Instead it is a true eye-opener
on the role of sulfa drugs in mid-twentieth-
century medicine, placing them firmly in the
context of the larger histories of science, med-
icine and pharmacology. It looks likely to be
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with a scholarly interest in its subject.
Christoph Gradmann,
University of Oslo
Louise Hill Curth (ed.), From physick to
pharmacology: five hundred years of British
drugretailing,Aldershot,Ashgate,2006,pp.xii,
174, £50.00 (hardback 978-0-7546-3597-0).
This well-constructed edited collection pro-
vides an overview of five centuries of British
drug distribution through a series of chapters
organized in chronological order, each written
by a specialist in the field. By the same token, it
allows the reader a glimpse of the evolution of
the drugs themselves, and of drug consumption
throughthe ages and across anumber of regions,
under the influence of urbanization, changes in
welfare provision, the tightening of drug regu-
lation, and the shift from a holistic to a bio-
medical model in medicine.
In the introduction, Louise Hill Curth dis-
tinguishes between five overlapping phases.
Each of these is represented in the book by one
or two chapters. The second and third chapters,
by Patrick Wallis and Curth respectively, are on
the first phase, referred to by Curth as that of the
‘‘kitchen physick’’, when most remedies were
still being prepared in the home from natural
ingredients. Nevertheless, in the period covered
bythesetwoessays,i.e.theearlymodernperiod,
commercially made and promoted proprietary
medicines made their appearance. In the second
phase, that is the eighteenth century, a veritable
commercial revolution occurred. This was
characterized by a growing sophistication in
retailing techniques, and by the professionali-
zationofgroupsinvolvedintheconstructionofa
‘‘medical marketplace’’ (p. 6). However, in
chapter 4, Steve King highlights the disparity
between regions interms ofaccess to medicines,
contrastingthemoreisolatedcommunitiesofthe
west of England with Northamptonshire—both
urban and rural—where drugs were not only
more available, but their supply more reliable.
In a neat transition, King’s essay is followed by
Hilary Marland’s (chapter 5), which describes the
rise of the chemist and druggist in nineteenth-
century manufacturing districts, that is to say the
third stage in the evolution of British drug
retailing. This was a period when the foundations
of modern pharmacology were laid, coinciding
witha spectacular increase inthe numberof shops
selling both patent and prescription medicines,
and with growing concerns over drug safety. But
it was not until the last two phases, from the late-
nineteenth tothe late-twentiethcentury, which are
covered by Stewart Anderson’s and Judy Slinn’s
essays (chapters 6 and 7 respectively), that drug
safety regulation began to shape the production
and distribution of medicines. This occurred at a
time when scientific research became integrated
within the pharmaceutical industry, which
acquired its multinational character in the period
between the wars.
Thus, From physick to pharmacology largely
succeeds in doing what its editor set out in the
introduction,i.e.describetheevolutionofBritish
drug retailing from the sixteenth to the twentieth
century.However,tomakeiteasierforthereader
to grasp the relationship between its successive
phases and the different chapters in the book, as
well as keep track of the chronology, a table
would have been helpful. Illustrations, of drug
advertisements for example, would also have
been welcomed. From physick to pharmacology
is neither an economic history of drug retailing,
nor a scientific history of drug development, but
rather—and in my view therein lies its origin-
ality—a history of the parallel, and to some
extent convergent, evolution of medical ideas
anddrugdistributionandconsumption.Thus,for
me a significant conclusion of the book is ‘‘the
immense variety of the channels through which
‘patients’ have received and acquired ‘drugs’,
and the equally complex strategies of diagnosis
and treatment, with self-medication consistently
being the most common variety’’ (p. 3). I
therefore feel confident that readers of Medical
Historywillfindmuchofinterest inthisvolume,




Book ReviewsCarsten Timmermann and Julie Anderson
(eds), Devices and designs: medical technolo-
gies in historical perspective, Science, Tech-
nology and Medicine in Modern History,
Basingstoke,PalgraveMacmillan,2006,pp.xiv,
284, £55.00 (hardback 978-1-4039-8644-3).
A technological perspective has proved
effective for historians trying to bring together
the multiple factors and actors involved in
medical change. In addition to instruments and
machines, the study of medical technologies
begs the inclusion of everything from pharma-
ceuticals over groups of specialists to regula-
tions,economics,and mindsets inthe analysis of
systems of prevention, surveillance, diagnosis,
therapy, and evaluation. Historians of medicine
have mainly chosen to focus on the social
dimension of change, thus producing a range of
studies that firmly establish the relations
between health care and research practice and
the professional, institutional, and economic
context they appear in. The thirteen articles
collected by Carsten Timmermann and Julie
Anderson, both at the Centre for the History of
Science, Technology, and Medicine at the
University of Manchester, confirm both the
continued appeal and relevance of this focus.
The contributions are divided into three parts.
The middle section presents case studies aimed
atrecountingdevelopmentsinparticularareasof
prosthetic, diagnostic, and therapeutic technol-
ogy, mainly in the post-war period. The chapters
in the first and third sections are grouped the-
matically. The first group explores how sensi-
tivity to the economies of late-nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century medicine can help us
understand how new technologies moved
between different institutional and organiza-
tional settings, both transforming and being
transformed by their environment. The last
section discusses the often imperfect basis for
the evaluation of new technologies and the
unintended consequences that new technologies
maybring,thusaddressingpresent-daycriticism
of technical innovations in medicine.
Most articles in the collection are empirically
oriented. The editors strike an historiographically
peaceful note, informing readers that the con-
tributions are both methodologically and theo-
retically eclectic, and also pragmatic in relation
to questions over technological determinism
versus social constructionism that have led to
much discussion in earlier studies of technolo-
gies and medical innovation. Perhaps this
testifies to the increasing conventionality
of the technological perspective in the history
of medicine. The primary gain of the volume
is thus a series of interesting and carefully
researched case studies, that may serve
as inspiration and guidelines for further
explorations.
But the volume also testifies to the lack of
attention to materiality in technology studies. In
fact, the title of the book is slightly misleading.
There is much text and little materiality in the
devices under study, and equally little consid-
eration of their morphology or the aesthetics of
design. The editors are well aware of this
neglect, and they regret not having been able to
present chapters that ‘‘illustrate the challenge of
‘reading’ non-textual sources’’. This challenge
is certainly a very real one. The integration of a
curatorial interest and interaction with material
objects and an historiographical preference for
textual sources and narrativity forces scholars to
review the methodological and theoretical tools
downplayed in Timmermann and Anderson’s
volume. But perhaps we should consider that
machines and instruments are not just ‘‘read’’ by
people working with them, and that the task of
historians should not merely be to make devices
legible. In the clinic and the laboratory, tech-
nical equipment is felt, heard, smelt, and lived
with. Considering the ways in which medical
technologies and artefacts, taken in a very
material sense, impose themselves on people in
other ways than narrative and functional, may
be a way towards framing a new perspective on
how devices and their designs influence the





Book ReviewsKeith Sykes (editor) with John Bunker
(contributing editor), Anaesthesia and the
practice of medicine: historical perspectives,
London, Royal Society of Medicine Press, 2007,
pp. xv, 303, illus., £15.95 (paperback 978-1-
85315-674-8).
Anaesthesia and the practice of medicine
traces the evolvement of anaesthesia from the
introduction of ether and chloroform in the
1840s through to the twentieth century. The
book is a collaborative work by two well-known
anaesthetists whose careers spanned fifty years
of anaesthetic practice: Keith Sykes, former
professor of anaesthesia at Hammersmith and
Oxford, and John Bunker, former professor of
anaesthesia at Stanford and visiting professor at
Harvard. Sykes and Bunker shared a concern
that the recent history of anaesthesia, especially
its influence on other areas of medicine such as
intensive care, accident and emergency medi-
cine, resuscitation and chronic pain manage-
ment, was being forgotten. Their respective
experiences of UK and US practice provide a
nice transatlantic comparison.
Early chapters relate the introduction of ether,
chloroform, nitrous oxide and cocaine in the
nineteenth century, and largely repeat the work of
earlier anaesthetist historians such as F F
Cartwright and W S Sykes.The main body covers
key moments in the twentieth century and it is
here that the strength of the book lies. Of all
medical practitioners, anaesthetists, perhaps,
display the strongest awareness of the history and
heritage of their practice,yetmany find it difficult
to reflect upon the past without either seeking to
dissect historical events and techniques within a
framework of contemporary anaesthetic practice,
or adopting a progressive and triumphalist nar-
rative. Inevitably Sykes and Bunker see the
twentieth century as a ‘‘golden age in which
anaesthesia grew from a technical specialty to
become part of the practice of medicine’’ (p. 2).
That said, their accounts of twentieth-century
developments have a vividness that will be
invaluable to future historians. The authors
entered practice in the late 1940s when ether was
the primary anaesthetic agent; they lived and
worked through many of the significant changes
of the twentieth century. Bunker,then chairman of
the Department of Anaesthesia at Stanford
University, led the US national study of the toxic
effects of anaesthetic agents, published in 1969,
which was triggered by fears that the new
anaesthetic halothane caused liver damage.
The book succeeds in showing how anaes-
thetic developments integrated with other areas
of medical practice. For example the utilization
ofnew techniques of mechanical ventilation that
eventually underpinned intensive care units
originated from an epidemic of poliomyelitis in
Copenhagen in 1952. Until then it was generally
believed that victims of poliomyelitis died from
changes in kidney function, but the work of the
Danish anaesthetist, Bjorn Ibsen, during the
outbreak, established unequivocally that polio
patients died from inadequate ventilation pro-
vided by the ‘‘iron lung’’ or cuirass ventilators.
Ibsen’s pioneering technique was to perform a
tracheostomy and connect the tracheostomy
tube to an anaesthetic breathing system so the
lungs could be ventilated by compression of the
reservoir bag. The manpower implications were
tremendous: the anaesthetic reservoir bags
required manual compression for twenty-four
hours a day for between two or three months of
treatment. Danish medical and dental students
worked in sixhour shifts, and at the height of the
epidemic seventy patients were being manually
ventilated. The success of Ibsen’s method was
not in doubt: the mortality rate dropped from
around 80 per cent to 25 per cent. Respiratory
units were established in some parts of the
world—Sykes set one up in Durban, South
Africa, and later established the Intensive Care
Unit at the Royal Hammersmith Hospital.
Many of the issues raised would benefit from
more detailed and contextual analysis. The
different trajectories of UK and US anaesthesia,
for example, could be explained by reference to
the transatlantic divergence in practice and
culture inthe 1840s. There is muchtolearnfrom
the recent past of anaesthesia: Sykes and





Book ReviewsElizabeth Green Musselman, Nervous con-
ditions: science and the body politic in early
industrial Britain, Studies in the Long Nine-
teenth Century Series, Albany, State University
of New York Press, 2006, pp. xi, 276, $75.00
(hardback 978-0-7914-6679-7), $24.95 (paper-
back 978-0-7914-6680-3).
For natural philosophers in early industrial
Britain, nervous conditions were perplexing
phenomena. At a time when cultural discourses
of masculinity and science characterized the
healthy body as vigorous and rational, the
natural philosopher’s body was ensconced in
narratives of nervousness: its substance was
fragile and subjective.
According, however, to Elizabeth Green
Musselman, natural philosophers’ abilities to
use the scientific method to reveal and then
develop narratives about those conditions,
distinguished them from others embodying
subjectivity, ‘‘such as workers, provincials and
women’’ (p. 51). Natural philosophers’ strate-
gies to control the reliability of their bodies,
matched the ways they sought to process
information from the external world. Each
strategy amounted to a nascent form of
managerialism that found parallels in other
contemporary political, social, economic, and
religious contexts. To demonstrate and enlarge
on these points, Musselman draws upon the
examples of several natural philosophers who
suffered from a range of nervous conditions,
including colour blindness, hemiopsy, and hal-
lucinations. For each case, she argues that the
central abiding concern was the management
and control of idiosyncratic phenomena, for
‘‘nervous disorders ...threatened the tenuous
claim that natural philosophy had to the
enlightenment crown of reason’’ (p. 30). By
focusing on these experiences of abnormality
and subjectivity, Musselman contends it is
possible to see the emergence of the modern
sciences while bearing witness to the decline of
natural philosophy.
Musselman’s account is a challenging but
imaginative work. In many respects, it seems
less like a history and more like a creative
attempt at historical metonymy. Often she uses
the case studies of nervous conditions to signify
greater social, economic, or political occur-
rences. There are places where this style works
superbly and justifies the book’s overall argu-
ment (for example, John Dalton, provincialism
and colour-blindness). But other chapters are
more difficult to follow.
It is not always clear how Musselman intends
us to understand her account. Are these cases
meant to be illustrative windows that allow us to
peerintotheworldofearlyindustrialBritainand
to witness the changes exacted by the emerging
sciences? Or, alternatively, is Musselman
arguing that the methods discovered by natural
philosopherstotametheirownsubjectivitywere
applied secondarily to shape that external
world? Putting it differently, is Musselman
arguing that learning to control and normalize
nervous conditions partially created the ethos of
managerialism in early industrial Britain? Or is
she saying ‘‘national governance and reform,
political economy, and rational religion
provided some of the idioms through which
natural philosophers understood and managed
nervous physiology at both the personal and
scientific level’’ (p. 13). These tensions remain
unresolved in this work.
In her conclusion, Musselman suggests that
her study reveals problems withviewing science
as having an ahistorical logic. She criticizes
accountsthat‘‘organizethemselvesaccordingto
modern disciplines’’, such as the history of
physiology, philosophy, religion, and medicine
(p. 194). Instead, Musselman offers her book as
a method for seeing how things were differently
ordered in the past. In other words, a context-
based approach to the past reveals a richer
tapestry that will help us appreciate the rise of
a new order of things—science, rational
management and organization, and a social
hierarchy with a managerial ethos.
Musselman’s conclusion ultimately makes
this book worth reading. Indeed, if this histor-
iographic perspective had been more clearly
articulated from the beginning, then the con-
nections between the case studies would have
been made more explicit for her readers. The
problem is that her case studies, although lively
and sometimes amusing, do not fully sustain or
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I suspect, however, that this problem arises from
the fact that an over 300-page argument—this is
a revised doctoral dissertation—was forced into
a 200-page book. On balance, Nervous condi-
tions warrants consideration, and will appeal to
scholars interested in historiography and




M Anne Crowther and Marguerite W
Dupree, Medical lives in the age of surgical
revolution, Cambridge Studies in Population,
Economy and Society in Past Time 43,
Cambridge University Press, 2007, pp. xvi, 425,
illus., £65.00, $120.00 (hardback 978-0-521-
83548-9).
Thecoreelementofthisbookisanimpressive
collective biography of the mid-Victorian
medical profession, based on a cohort study of
1,938 medical students who first matriculated at
Glasgow University between 1866 and 1874,
and Edinburgh University (1870-4). Almost
1,300 (1,288) went on to qualify as doctors and
their careers form the basis of this study. The
two universities trained approximately one in
five of all medical students at this time and the
authors’ conclusions have currency far beyond
the Scottish setting.
The determining factor underpinning the
study was the presence of Joseph Lister as
professor of surgery at Glasgow (1860–9) and at
Edinburgh (1870–7), and the shared experience
as ‘‘Listerians’’ underpins much of the book; the
title reflects the crucial importance of surgery in
the evolution of medicine in the half century
encompassed by the introduction of antiseptic
surgery and its revival during the First World
War, where aseptic conditions proved difficult
to achieve in field conditions.
The first four chapters detail the students’ ori-
gins and arrival at the respective medical schools,
their shared experiences, the impact of Lister’s
teaching, and their first five years in practice.
The second half of the book examines the later
stages of their careers and the growth of speci-
alism, ‘Listerism in practice’ (with sub-headings
entitled ‘Domestic and private surgery’, ‘The
decision to operate’, ‘Adapting Lister’, and
‘Keeping abreast’) and the presence of Lister’s
men abroad, as settlers in the white dominions and
as imperial employees or Christian missionaries.
The final chapter charts the cohort’s continuing
presence in the twentieth century and a preli-
minary appraisal of the financial status of the
group in retirement and at death.
Sandwiched between these two sections is a
chapter on the small band of women who began
medicalstudyatEdinburghinthelate1860satthe
behest of Sophia Jex-Blake. Lister was staunchly
opposed to the concept of women practitioners
and refused to teach them, and the sections on
women doctors sit uneasily. Women were gen-
erally excluded from surgery in this period and
attempts to integrate them into the story are
unconvincing. The reference to Lister and Jex-
Blake, both dying in 1912, appears as little more
than a contrivance to try and justify their presence
in a tale to which they do not belong.
That aside, this is a richly textured work, with
detailed case histories of individuals to sup-
plement the quantitative analyses which lie at
the heart of the text. Numerous tables and sta-
tistics enable the authors to question old
assumptions about the nature of the Scottish
medical profession, such as the belief that Scots
were driven abroad by poverty, and to supply
hard evidence of the differences between
parochial Glasgow and more cosmopolitan
Edinburgh.
Almost a quarter of the cohort settled overseas
and the two chapters on this topic show an
admirable grasp of medical developments in
several countries, although the under-developed
stateofAntipodeanmedicalhistoryleadstosome
questionable claims. The statement that ‘‘few
colonial doctors could afford to give up general
practice, although they might also have more
thanonespeciality’’(p.376)doesnotaccordwith
nineteenth-century New Zealand, where
specialist practice, other than ophthalmology,
was virtually unknown. The suggestion that
New Zealand’s Inspector General of Hospitals,
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influence surgical practice is also off the mark.
MacGregor was originally brought to the colony
asprofessor ofmental and moralphilosophy and
his principal interest was in curbing welfare
dependency. The authors state ‘‘[w]ho knows
whether the emigrants dreamed of returning
home?’’ (p. 271), but many returned more than
once to the UK for further education, to visit
family, or to seek medical attention.
I also have reservations about the methodol-
ogy. The desire to start with a neat sample of
1,000 students from each university means that
64 per cent of the Glasgow cohort were not
Lister’s men at all, since he left the city before
they began study. The 1866 start date also
excludes some 1860s Glasgow graduates, such
as Rutherford Ryley (New Zealand) and
Archibald Malloch (Canada), who were among
the first to use Listerian techniques in the
colonies. Capturing addresses only every five
years, and an over-dependence on the unreliable
Medical Directory, also introduces doubts about
the accuracy of the core data.
With such a large cast, the failure properly to
introduce some characters (for example, Scot
Skirvingwhoisreferredtoonseveraloccasions)
is understandable. One startling omission from
the list of students who became eminent sur-
geonsis thatofWilliam Macewen, whodoesnot
even feature in the index—which is deficient in
many regards—although he is mentioned in
passing on pp.120, 200 and 119, where he is
named as one of those who ‘‘who made their
names without his [Lister’s] assistance’’. Yet
Macewen himself, who filled the Glasgow chair
of surgery, claimed in 1923 that he had
encouraged Lister at a time when the latter
doubted the way forward.
Eyebrows will also be raised at the attempt to
link Lister and David Livingstone as ‘‘the two
great medical heroes of the Victorian period’’
(pp. 101, 121). Livingstone’s reputation was
built on his role as an explorer and exponent of
commerce and Christianity, and no obituary
appeared in any of the medical journals when he
died in 1873.
Despite these caveats, the authors have
succeeded admirably in their aim ‘‘that a
computer-aided analysis of a large cohort of
medical students would offer insights into the
experiences of the profession different from
more selective sources’’ (p. 372).
Derek A Dow,
The University of Auckland
Anne Borsay and Peter Shapely (eds),
Medicine, charity and mutual aid: the con-
sumption of health and welfare in Britain,
c.1550–1950, Historical Urban Studies,
Aldershot and Burlington, VT, Ashgate, 2007,
pp. x, 269, £60.00, $99.95 (hardback 978-0-
7546-5148-2).
The principal purpose of the book is to focus
on the consumption of medical and social care,
charitable assistance, poor relief and mutual
aid—specifically to try to give a voice to the
users of such services. These twelve case studies
form rather a rag-bag of a collection—with
broad overviews of educational provision for
deaf children sitting alongside accounts of
cathedral almsmen; kinship in early modern
England; the impact of the enclosure movement
on the poor’s allotment rights; a nineteenth-
century private mental health sanatorium, and
the Co-operative Men’s Guild’s preoccupation
with social activities in the early twentieth
century (to name the most unusual themes). The
chapters are arranged in a broad chronological
fashionfollowingabriefintroductorydiscussion
on potential linking themes, especially those of
trust, voices and negotiated relationships. Very
few people, apart probably from reviewers, will
readthisbookfromcovertocover.Thosethatdo
not will miss some striking similarities and
discontinuities, which the editors leave readers
to discover for themselves.
Yet by consciously looking for the patient/
client voice, it is possible usefully to balance
some of the more traditional institutional and
professional histories. Stuart Hogarth exploits
one of the best examples of nineteenth-century
patient autobiography—that of Joseph Townend
at the Manchester Infirmary in 1827. This
chapterisajoytoread,andwithhisfineanalysis
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wider modern British history, will easily earn its
place on undergraduate reading lists. Flurin
Condrau provides a useful wide-ranging essay
on defining ‘‘medical success’’ for tuberculosis
patients in British and German sanatoria. The
chapter by Pat Starkey examines strategies used
by social workers in the post-1945 period to
re-voice the ‘‘client’’. She urges us to consider
how interview questions were framed and the
responses re-interpreted, and raises pertinent
issues on the methodologies required to
produce patient-centred history, especially
the ‘‘decadence of transcription’’ of interview
tapes.
As well as exploiting individual case studies,
there are also chapters that imaginatively use
groups of patients to address the theme of
negotiated relationships. Andrea Tanner uses
statistics from Great Ormond Street Children’s
Hospital to speculate on how parents calculated
the wider costs and benefits of accepting in-
patient treatment for their children, and Barry
Doyle unpicks thetangled relationships between
working men’s organizations and institutional
authorities in the provision of hospital care in
Middlesbrough in the early twentieth century.
Some chapters, such as that by Jonathan Reinarz
on Birmingham’s charitable hospitals veer
towards the provision of health care, and in fact
his chapter in Martin Gorsky and Sally Sheard’s
book Financing British medicine since 1750
might be seen as more successful in articulating
the individual patient’s perspective than the one
he produces here.
This book is full of interesting digressions
and anecdotal history. The editorial touch
appears to have been too light in some places,
and the potentially unifying urban theme has
not always been rigorously applied. One would
also have liked to see some discussion on how
this volume, with its explicit mission to
‘‘voice’’ the ‘‘consumption’’ of charity, health
care and mutual aid can be integrated into




John Iliffe, The African AIDS epidemic: a
history,Oxford,JamesCurrey,2006,pp.ix,214,
£45.00 (hardback 0-85255-891-0), £14.95
(paperback 0-85255-890-2).
Historians and interdisciplinary social scien-
tists faced with the task of explaining the HIV/
AIDS epidemic to their students can only be
grateful to one of the most distinguished
Africanist historians, John Iliffe, for his
‘‘introduction’’ to the history of HIV/AIDS in
Africa. The sheer volume of publications in the
scientific and non-scientific literature, not to
mention the ‘‘grey’’ literature of countries,
international agencies, non-governmental
agencies, is so immense that to any student
beginning a research project on HIV/AIDS in
Africa, thesearchforevidenceisoverwhelming.
Professor Iliffe’s book is far more comprehen-
sive than an introduction, and yet historians
would agree with him in his statement that the
full history of HIV/AIDS cannot yet be written.
Much of Africa faces this epidemic in its
multiple forms, and historians can outline only
the contours of its development, maturity and
effects at this point in time.
Why a history of the AIDS epidemic in
Africa? Iliffe responds by addressing two
distinguishing and interrelated features—the
breadth of population targets and the massive, if
localized, scale. For Africans, AIDS is a family
disease. Those infected and affected include
women and men, mothers and fathers, children,
caregivers, extended families. The scale of the
epidemic (Iliffe reports the 2004 figures that
Africa had 90 per cent of the world’s HIV-
positive children) is almost immeasurable. With
the advent in the early 1990s of antiretrovirals
for management and treatment, AIDS has
become a ‘‘chronic disease’’ increasing the
number of those requiring community or pal-
liative care and the number of HIV-infected
children, many of whom have become HIV-
infected orphans. For all concerned with the
epidemic, these challenges are well known.
What then are the contributions of this book?
Why should a student or researcher interested in
the African contexts start here? Only an
Africanist historian of breadth and experience
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through which this epidemic must be seen.
Professor Iliffe, highly respected for his honesty
withrespecttosources,forhisrigourinattention
to evidence and for his understanding and
respect of African peoples, has consciously
balanced, where possible, evidence produced
from within every country and region of sub-
Saharan Africa. The references cited and those
recommended for further reading, if mapped,
would cover the sub-continent. The extent and
balance of the coverage is no mean feat. In
addition, the scientific literature produced on
sub-Saharan African AIDS and that produced
from sub-Saharan Africa is also sourced and
included. There is never any question that the
focus of this study is African people and that
African communities can be understood only in
their particular contexts. That said, Iliffe
expertly presents comparative case studies,
across nations, cultures, languages, that allow
the reader to frame the epidemic within African
terms. There is not another work in the literature
that combines breadth and locality for sub-
Saharan Africa.
Of what interest is this to those teaching,
studying or researching HIV/AIDS from the
global perspective? There is a unique periodi-
zation of the epidemic within Africa as various
strainsofHIVhavebeendiscoveredoremerged.
For scientific, and in particular immunological,
researchers the challenges posed by the emer-
gence of new strains for the production and
distribution of a potential vaccine are immense.
One cannot study any aspect of the prevention,
management or treatment of this epidemic
globally without paying attention to the
experiences from Africa. In related areas,
questions of ethics, informed consent, and trials
are established areas of concern across the
research communities.
African communities’ responses to the epi-
demic are as heterogeneous as the complexity of
the epidemic itself. Iliffe has outlined possible
areas for future comparative study: models of
community care in Uganda and Namibia; the
pressure on societies to provide care: ‘‘the
shameofnotcaringwasworsethantheshameof
AIDS’’ (p. 103); explaining urban decline but
rural growth of AIDS in Ethiopia and Rwanda;
developing ‘‘cultures of risk prevention’’
(p. 133); investigations of the strategies of
counsellingandpreventiveeducation;variations
in policy—changes in government responses
over time; challenges and responses to the
changes in the social ‘‘safety net’’ (p. 103);
dependence on external funding.
Experiences in Africa also challenge the
efficacy of global models and solutions for
health crises. Iliffe believes that the 1990s anti-
retroviral drugs are no ‘‘magic bullet’’ answer to
the epidemic. There is a need for clearer, more
developed explanations of decline in incidence
and prevalence. The lack of fit between the
development of global programmes, ‘‘hatched
like chickens’’, based on data and experience for
one region—South Asia, for example—for
application to diverse national contexts within
Africa, must be addressed. For all researchers in
global health, studying the history of the AIDS
epidemic in Africa challenges the ‘‘paternalism
of public health’’ (p. 145).
Thisbook, withits imperative topayattention
to local contexts within a global setting, should
be on the reading list of every university course
thatexploresthecomplexityofhealthcrises.For
the greater readership, the book is a careful,




Warwick Anderson, Colonial pathologies:
American tropical medicine, race, and hygiene
in the Philippines, Durham and London, Duke
University Press, 2006, pp. ix, 355, illus.,
£64.00, $84.95 (hardback 0-8223-3804-1);
£14.99, $23.95 (paperback 0-8223-3843-2).
Recent literature has shown that western
tropical medicine has a 400-year-old history in
Asia, Africa and the Americas. Scholars have
explored the role of tropical medicine in the
Europeansearchformedicinalplantsandspices,
intheexchangeandacquisitionofmedicinaland
botanical knowledge, in shaping western
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indigenous populations of those lands, and, not
least, in ensuring the physical survival of
Europeans in alien environments. Since the very
earliest European voyages, medicine occupied a
central place in Europe’s exploration and
conquest of the world. In this long history,
American tropical medicine does not appear
significantly until the early twentieth century, a
relative late-comer. But its practitioners—their
attitudes, ideas and methods—would establish
models of health care that would have a far-
reaching influence around the globe and well
into the future. Yet, strikingly, there is little in
the way of critical scholarship on the colonial
experience of American public health care
regimes in the tropics, most especially in the
Philippines, America’s largest colony. In
focusing on militarized medicine, health care
and hygiene in the US colonization of these
islands, Warwick Anderson’s Colonial
pathologies addresses this gap and, importantly,
interweaves the perspectives of race and gender
in the relationship between tropical medicine
and US imperial policy.
The Philippine wars of resistance against
Spain (1896–1898) and then the United States
(1899–1902) left the local population deci-
mated. During the American conquest, one
historian has conservatively indicated a total
mortality of1.7 millionpeople fromwarfare and
disease in less than five years. Despite this
appalling figure, the US colonization was pre-
dicated on what was termed ‘‘benevolent
assimilation’’, which was imagined and argued
asbeingquitedistinctfromthecrimeofinvasion
and conquest. Rather, colonization was
explained as an act of benevolence, a noble and
moral imperative that sought to raise a pur-
portedly barbarous, infantile race from a state of
savagery and immaturity, and imbue it with a
love of civilization. A number of scholars have
closely examined the rhetorics of benevolent
assimilation in the Philippines, but few have
looked at its paternalistic logic through the lens
of public health care. For Anderson, the insti-
tution of American colonial health care and
hygiene regimes in these islands was both an
intrinsic part of the civilizing procedure and a
process of Americanization. He tells a
compelling story of how US military physicians
and civil health officers strove to transform
Filipino bodies and their everyday bodily habits
and customsinto sanitized‘‘germ-free’’subjects
and ‘‘probationary’’ citizens, that is ‘‘hygienic’’
subjectswhomightonedaybejudgedascapable
of governing themselves. Under heavily mili-
tarized conditions that subjected Filipinos to
intense surveillance and disciplinary measures,
US sanitation officials focused on rendering
cities, villages and native bodies clean and
wholesome. Chapter Two, for instance, does an
impressive job of showing the suturing of
medicine and occupation. The establishment of
a Board of Health in 1902, the very same year
civil government was proclaimed, ushered in a
host of sanitary laws and regulations, as well as
programmes to re-train American physicians as
sanitary inspectors, who dispersed throughout
the archipelago to scrutinize the habitations and
bodies ofthenatives—‘‘men,manners, mind,diet,
dress and discipline all fall legitimately within the
province of the sanitary inspector’’ as one military
hygienist is quoted as saying (p. 50).
While predictably pestilential environments
and intractable natives are discovered, there is
an interesting twist in Anderson’s story.
American bourgeois white culture in the colo-
nies underwent its own radical transformations.
The tropical conditions proved to be very dif-
ficult and trying for American manhood.
American scientists and physicians, already
fretting over bodily and mental degeneration,
believed to be caused by the debilitating
environment, had their fears compounded by the
risk of contagion from contact with germ-
carrying natives. Moist heat, filthy Filipinos and
their unhygienic social customs appeared to
attack and erode the integrity, the wholeness of
white male bodies and minds. Unmarried and
frequently socially isolated, American white
men, as Anderson describes, found themselves
mentally breaking down, losing their nerve,
becoming literally ‘‘unmanned’’, their ‘‘white-
ness and manliness’’ proving ‘‘disappointingly
fragile or corruptible’’. In Chapter 5 Anderson
examines what he terms the ‘‘White man’s
psychic burden’’ or the heavy toll exacted by
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productive of American imperialists, as Anderson
shows, were laid low by ‘‘tropical neurasthenia’’
and the disease called ‘‘philippinitis’’.
This experience strikes a familiar note in
relation to the British and Dutch susceptibilities
in India, Africa and the Dutch East Indies, and
Anderson’s Colonial pathologies draws pro-
ductively from the insights of much of this
excellent post-colonial literature. Anderson’s
Philippine case study uncovers a new dimension
of the colonial process by re-considering colo-
nial medicine as a web of interconnecting
practices, people, technologies and ideas that
dynamically link metropole with colony. This
movement of ideas and people has profitably
allowed for a balanced appreciation of the
‘‘experience of empire’’ in a far too neglected
part of the world.
Perhaps itmight havebeen useful toprovide a
brief account of late-nineteenth-century Spanish
sanitation measures and how these, and Spanish
science more generally, were effectively deni-
grated and denied by American secular and
Protestantcolonialists.Moreover,some mention
might have been made of efforts by European-
trained Filipino physicians to reform their own
people’s sense of hygiene, which began well
before the arrival of the Americans. Overall
however, this is a fantastic book which is richly
nuanced, meticulously researched and wittily
written.
Raquel A G Reyes,
School of Oriental and African Studies
University of London
Kavita Sivaramakrishnan, Old potions, new
bottles: recasting indigenous medicine in colo-
nial Punjab (1850–1945), New Perspectives in
South Asian History, New Delhi, Orient Long-
man, 2006, pp. xiv, 280 Rs 795.00 (hardback
81-250-2946-X).
The history of medicine in colonial India has
been largely examined through the lenses of
British colonial sources. Apart from sporadic
articles and some edited volumes with relevant
contributions, there are few sophisticated book-
lengthstudiesofindigenousmedicineduringthe
period of British rule. Kavita Sivaramakrish-
nan’s book signals a new point of departure for
the field, dealing in a rigorous way with a period
thathasbeenmarkedasrevivalistforindigenous
medical spheres, yet can also be understood as
one of significant marginalization in the context
of state support for western medicine. There is
currently a new wave of in-depth scholarship
that critically examines indigenous medicine in
India primarily through vernacular language
sources, and this is one of the first such works to
find publication.
Sivaramakrishnan takes the Punjab as the
arena for her analysis, beginning with the time
precedingitsannexationbytheBritishinthemid-
nineteenth century until just before the Partition
of India and the formation of Pakistan. The
author’s main task is to unravel the complex
strands of identity politics that shaped the cor-
poratization, professionalization and representa-
tion of Ayurveda in the region. The first three
chapters set the scene in terms of changing
patronagepatternsforindigenousmedicineunder
the British administration and the rise of urban
publicists. The political contexts of Ayurvedic
revival are pursued through detailed analyses of
the fall-out from the plague epidemic, debates
surrounding the regulation of medical education
and practice and contestation over collective
representation, the formation of a literary canon,
and language politics. Throughout the narrative,
the politicized and contested nature of Ayurvedic
mobilization is at the fore. Demonstrating the
benefits of a regionally centred study, a signifi-
cant outcome is that she renders obsolete the
common idea of an India-wide revival of
Ayurveda as a ‘‘Hindu’’ science. Rather we see
how Sikh practitioners reconstructed Ayurveda
as ‘‘Desi Baidak’’ in a fashion that precisely
denied this religious dimension.
Theanalysis issustainedbythorougharchival
work and the scrutiny of vernacular language
sources. The author’s familiarity with Hindi,
Urdu and Gurmukhi, the principal languages of
the region, give her the tools to examine
conjointly different streams of mobilization and
give the reader an entry point to the broader
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India. Concerning archives, one wonders
whether the study would be complemented by
research conducted in the archival holdings now
inLahore,butpertainingtopre-PartitionPunjab,
to which the author seems not to have had
access, and in all likelihood could not.
The ‘‘recasting’’ of the title is pursued at
several levels in the work, but one dimension
that is lacking concerns the ‘‘potions’’. The
relationships between forms of practice, such as
diagnostics and therapeutics, and the changing
social and political representations of indigen-
ous medicine in these times and in this region
remain obscure. Did the pursuit of a rationalized
form of Ayurveda, advocated by some practi-
tioners, and illustrated in this work by the
projects to edit certain key Ayurvedic texts,
parallel an editing out of certain practices,
deemed ‘‘unscientific’’ in the new, modernizing
milieux? Did the new institutional spaces for
Ayurveda accommodate learning how to diag-
nose through pulse examination, for instance?
More also could have been written about the
changing commodification and consumption of
products branded as Ayurveda from the late
nineteenth century, and the role that the middle
classes had in these processes. One other key
element in the revival of indigenous medicine in
other parts of India concerned the shifting
gender profile of professionalizing indigenous
medicine in urban areas, whether in the form of
birth-attendant training schemes or attention to
reproductive health. But gender hardly features
in Sivaramakrishnan’s analysis.
Theimportance ofthisworkneedstobe seenin
the context of other works in the field. In this
regard its regionalism is an advantage, while also
possibly a limitation. The author’s sensitivity to
the political contexts of revivalism in the repre-
sentations of Sanskritic and regional traditions of
Ayurveda is welcome and of great importance,
but the bigger picture on indigenous medicine in
South Asia in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries will not be found in this work alone.
Guy Attewell,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Elizabeth M Craik (ed. and trans.), Two
Hippocratic treatises On sight and On anatomy,
Studies in Ancient Medicine, vol. 33, Leiden
and Boston, Brill, 2007, pp. viii, 183, d89.00,
$120.00 (hardback 978-90-04-15396-9).
In this book, Elizabeth Craik turns her
expertise to two of the shortest treatises in the
Hippocratic Corpus, providing each with a new
edition of their Greek text, and comprehensive
discussion, translation and commentary. On
sight preserves a brief, largely surgical manual
onthetreatmentofvariouseyeconditions,while
On anatomy offers a concise description of the
bodily organs within the human trunk. The
second part of the book, dealing with On
anatomy, having appeared first in Classical
Quarterly (1998, 48: 135–67), is reprinted here
withonlycosmeticchanges,butanappendix has
been added to take into account the edition
and translation of the text by Marie-Paule
Duminil which was published in the interim.
To consider the Greek text first, Craik is here
a generally conservative editor, and seeks to
justifythetransmittedtextwherepossible.Inthe
case of On sight in particular, its uniform sur-
viving traditionhassuffered manifestcorruption
throughout,butCraikoffersafullerappreciation
than previous editors of the stylistic oddities of
this tract, and avoids postulating corruption
where there may indeed be none. The possibly
fragmentary form in which these texts have
come down to us offers scant basis for confident
reconstructions, and Craik is consistently wary
of imposing unsupported interpretations upon
the text, providing a welcome corrective to the
more invasive approach of some of her prede-
cessors. But when required, intelligent and
plausible emendations extract sense from non-
sensical and difficult passages, most notably in
On sight at p. 38.14, p. 40.14-15, p. 42.16,
p. 44.3-4, and p. 44.15-17, and in On anatomy at
p. 126.3. These constitute a significant
improvement in places which have baffled
previous editors. Craik doesnot claim torecover
the exact terms of the original, but aims to
produce appropriate meaning, represented by a
plausible Greek text. One suggestion concerns
On sight, p. 44.15, where, in a generally corrupt
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the phrase oid^ emat^ on an^ odun^ on, while the
manuscripts punctuate before it. One way to
avoid the resulting tautology (as acknowledged,
p. 111) might be to keep the manuscripts’
punctuation, and to emend to oid^ emat^ on
ep^ odun^ on, deleting the following kai while
keeping Craik’s emendations to the sentence
subsequently. This would mark a transition to a
new condition (i.e. ‘‘In the case of painful
swellings...’’)andmakesenseofthetreatments
newly introduced to counteract pain. I noticed
only one possible error, at p. 44.2, where in the
Greek text a comma is printed after ^ os malista,
but is interpreted in the translation (surely
correctly) as coming before.
The introduction to On sight (pp. 3–27) and
the discussion of On anatomy (pp. 155–68) seek
especially to place these treatises within the
widercontext of the Hippocratic Corpus, of later
Greek medicine and the history of ophthal-
mology and anatomy generally. In the case of
On anatomy, a full survey and discussion of the
evidence connecting the tract with the work of
Democritus is offered. The thorny issues
involved in linking groups of Hippocratic texts
based on linguistic and conceptual parallels, or
in tracing patterns of influence between ancient
scientific texts, are fully acknowledged, and the
evidence is treated with caution. Additional
speculation on the origins and functions of these
works is also found.
These various topics are addressed in more
detail in the commentaries, in which particular
attention is paid to linguistic analysis in relation
to the Corpus, stylistic features, and assessment
of these texts using the tools of modern
ophthalmology and anatomy. Particularly
welcome is the detailed discussion of the pro-
cedures of Hippocratic modes of therapy.
Citations in Greek and Latin are helpfully
translatedinthecommentarytoOnsight,though
not On anatomy. The text is accompanied by
three useful diagrams illustrating anatomical
nomenclature of the eye and head, and the book
is completed by two indices, one of passages
cited and one general. It is perhaps to be
regretted that no index of Greek words is
included.
This is an excellent work of scholarship,
accessible also to non-specialists, which pro-
vides a firm basis for further work on these two
lesser known treatises. Its depth of analysis also
makes a significant contribution to the study of




Franco Giorgianni (ed.), Hippokrates, € Uber
die Natur des Kindes (De genitura und De natura
pueri), ins Deutsche und Italienische € ubersetzt
und textkritisch kommentiert, Serta Graeca,
Band 23, Wiesbaden, Ludwig Reichert Verlag,
2006, pp. xiii, 363, d110.00 (hardback 978-3-
89500-493-3).
Franco Giorgianni’s new edition with trans-
lation and commentary of these two Hippocratic
treatises appears thirty-six years after Robert
Joly edited both texts for the Collection des
Universite ´s de France (Bude ´) and twenty-five
after Iain Lonie published an exhaustive
commentary on them that continues to be a
reference and inspiration for scholars working
on Hippocratic texts. Both writings, though
transmitted separately in the manuscript tradi-
tion under the titles of Ongeneration and Nature
of the child, have unanimously been considered
a single work on embryology since E ´mile
Littre ´’s edition of Hippocrates’ Complete works.
The text covers the human reproductive process,
beginningwithmaleandfemaleseedandending
with birth.
Giorgianni’s book is based on the reworking
of his 2003 Hamburg doctoral thesis. It contains
a general introduction, a German translation
facing the Greek text, a thirty-page commentary
dealing exclusively with textual matters, an
Italian translation, and three indexes (Greek
words, general index, and index locorum). The
book is completed by a bibliography and the
reproduction of some pages of the Greek
manuscripts used for the edition. Though this is
mainly a philological work, besides the chapters
on composition, authorship, tradition and
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overviewofthemedicalideasusedbytheauthor
regarding physiology and embryology.
The author of On generation / Nature of the
child represents an exceptional case in the
context of the Hippocratic Collection, as he
also wrote other works that are today extant,
namely the book Diseases IV and some parts of
the gynaecological treatises—the ones identi-
fied by H Grensemann (Knidische Medizin,
Berlin, 1975) as the so-called C-level. This
information provides an unusual tool for the
Hippocratic editor, who is in a position to argue
in terms of the author’s style. Giorgianni makes
good use of this, as he has used for the first
time the parallel passages in the gynaecological
treatises to support a particular manuscript
reading. Moreover, his codicological descrip-
tion of the five main Greek manuscripts
transmitting the text is very accurate and will
serve as a reference for future editors, as will
the results of his study of the direct and indirect
tradition.
Several of the changes in the text with regard
to Joly’s edition are simply the result of main-
taining the readings of the manuscripts instead
of trying to reconstruct a more coherent
Hippocratic dialect. In this sense Giorgianni
dissociates himself from the trend followed by
most of the recent editors of Hippocratic texts,
whose work on the manuscript tradition of
different texts has undoubtedly contributed toan
overview of the Ionic dialect used by the Hip-
pocratic authors. We are far from being certain
when dealing with this issue, but printing a text
that lacks coherence regarding orthography and
morphology does not seem to be a better solu-
tion. Other changes originate from a detailed
assessment of the textual tradition and a careful
reading of the Greek text (for instance at 148,6,
152,24or162,19)confrontingitwithparallelsin
other Hippocratic writings and showing to what
extent the Index Hippocraticus is an indispen-
sable reference tool for scholars working on
Hippocratic texts. Other authors’ conjectures
find a place in the critical apparatus and many
textual decisions are thoroughly justified in the
commentary and confronted with the alterna-
tives. Giorgianni is to be congratulated for his
accurate philological work. His book well
deserves to be placed on our shelves beside
Lonie’s commentary.
Pilar Pérez Ca~ nizares,
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Lester K Little (ed.), Plague and the end of
Antiquity: the pandemic of 541–750, Cambridge
University Press in association with the
American Academy in Rome, 2007, pp. xvii,
360, £45.00, $75.00 (hardback 978-0-521-
84639-4).
Of all the pandemics to have affected Europe
and the Middle East, that of 541–750 has
attracted remarkably little attention. Compared
with the Black Death in the 1340s, it has seemed
remote from the purview of western European
scholars, for several reasons. Western European
sources are scanty, and suggest that recurrences
of the plague after the initial outbreak were
sporadic.Bycontrast,theplaguewasendemicin
the Middle East for centuries, before it disap-
peared in almost as bewildering a manner as it
had arrived. The most detailed accounts are
either by Byzantine or Arab writers, few of
whom have been translated into English.
This volume should help to change these
perceptions. Lester Little has assembled an
impressive cast, who survey the impact of this
epidemic on the Near East, Byzantium and the
Latin West. They raise questions about the
nature ofthe sources, fromprayers and hymnsto
archival and archaeological remains. Together
with Little’s introduction, they provide the
reader with a broad overview of a major epi-
demic, and of its social and economic conse-
quences. It is a pity that the conference paper by
LarryConradcouldnotbeincluded,forhis1981
Princeton dissertation, and many subsequent
papers,transformedhistorians’understandingof
the Middle Eastern material on this pandemic.
But this volume is also significant because it
includestwolongpapers,byRobertSallaresand
Michael McCormick, on the impact of modern
DNA studies on our understanding of the epi-
demiology of plague, and a third, by Jo Hays,
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discoveries for historians. The value of these
three papers transcends the title of the book,
for what they say applies to all studies of
pre-modern plague. They discuss biovars and
mutations, the difficulties of DNA analysis, and
the problems of comparing modern medical
discoveries with data from the past. The impor-
tant work on rat archaeology by Fre ´de ´rique
Audoin-Rouzeau isgiven its due,as alsois that on
climate change. It helps too that most scholars
have accepted that this pandemic was caused by
bubonic plague, i.e. Yersinia pestis, and that the
debate over this identification has not been as
fraught as that over the Black Death. But Sal-
lares rightly looks at the Black Death, and
attacks those who believe that that epidemic was
caused by something other than Yersinia pestis.
Sallares and McCormick both accept
Devignat’s theory of three major biovars of
plague, antiqua, medievalis, and orientalis, each
corresponding to the three epidemics that began
in the sixth century, the fourteenth century, and
the late nineteenth century. They take the story
down to 2004, but with subtle differences (cf.
pp. 254 and 296), and they must be congratu-
lated on explaining the complexities of modern
molecular biology in so accessible a manner.
But the story has moved on since then, and
may be followed in Medical History’s Supple-
ment No. 27 (2008). Despite Sallares' optimism,
many research groups still find difficulty in
replicating the results of Didier Raoult's group,
and some of the findings on which Sallares
relies for confirmation of Raoult's hypotheses
have since been withdrawn. It is also becoming
increasingly clear that the pattern of spread of
plague in 541, and still more, in 1345–50, was
very different from that of modern plague. All
may still have been caused by Yersinia pestis,
and have been spread by rats, but the substantial
differences in their epidemiology need more
attention than is given here. The puzzle is made
still more complex by the announcement in
Emerging Infectious Disease, 2007, 13: 332–3,
that the same group has isolated plague DNA
from a site in sixth to seventh century Vienne. If
their findings are correct, and the jury is still out,
then this will settle the question of the pathogen.
But at the same time this also destroys the
crucial postulate of Devignat, and subsequent
plague researchers, since the type of DNA found
is orientalis, not antiqua. In other words, the
same biovar, in the view of the French team, is
responsible for all three pandemics. While the
distinguishing features noted by Devignat are
indeed important, their significance in deter-
mining the pattern of plague is doubtful (see
Ann Carmichael, `Universal and particular: the
language of plague, 1348–1550', Med. Hist.,
Supplement No. 27), especially as the capacity
of Yersinia pestis to mutate is far greater than
was supposed even twenty years ago (see N C
Stenseth, et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA,
2006, 103: 13110–5). McCormick, who accepts
both Devignat's three, relatively stable, biovars
and the easy mutations of the bacillus, may be
accused of wanting to have his cake and eat it.
Others, like Peregrine Horden, in the Cam-
bridge companion to the age of Justinian, take a
much more nuanced line.
Does this matter to historians? Hays, in a
courageous and innovative paper, suggests that
it does. Certainly one can agree that epidemics
have wider effects on society, but does it matter
to know the behaviour of the modern pathogen?
Here one may begin to have doubts, for the
behaviour of modern plague differs in many
respects from that recorded for the fourteenth,
let alone the sixth, century. Hays himself notes
that many historians’ speculations depend on
Yersinia pestis being the agent, and on its
immutability, which thus allow us to work back
from present observations: remove one postu-
late, and the speculations collapse. Recent work
on plague DNA, while supporting the first
hypothesis, seems to me to have destroyed the
second. This is not to deny the possible value of
the exercise, but only to warn of the dangers
involved in using data of different types.
This volume, despite some obvious and
acknowledged gaps, breaks new ground. It
forces historians to revise their view of this
neglected pandemic, and makes a largely suc-
cessful bridge between molecular scientists and
historians. No one interested in the history of
epidemic diseases can afford to neglect what
Sallares and McCormick have to say, even if, in
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some of their statements are already outdated.
This is a volume of conference proceedings that
goes far beyond the normal boundaries of that
genre, and fully justifies its editor’s claims.
Medieval plague will not be the same again.
Vivian Nutton,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Katherine Park, Secrets of women: gender,
generation, and the origins of human dissection,
New York, Zone Books, 2006, pp. 419, illus.,
£23.95, $36.95 (hardback 978-1-890951-67-2).
In the past two decades anatomy has been the
object of an impressive number of essays, books
and exhibitions. Cultural historians, art histor-
ians, medical historians, as well as general
historians of the late medieval and early modern
period focused their research on the emergence
of human dissection, particularly in the context
of western European universities. They gener-
allyagreeonthechronology,theprotagonists,as
well as on the (limited) didactic purpose and the
ritual character of public anatomy. The human
body—usually the cadaver of an executed
criminal—was opened, dismembered and dis-
played by a professor of anatomy under the eyes
of an often large audience, gathered in anatomy
theatres or in spaces especially re-adapted to
host this solemn celebration of academic cul-
turaldistinction.Inthisconsensualnarrative,the
actors—the cadaver, the anatomist, the public—
areallmale.InSecretsofwomen,KatherinePark
casts a new light on the origin of human dis-
section and provides a challenging and
refreshing new perspective on the history of
anatomy, as well as, more generally, on the
history of the body. Displacing the attention on
women’sbodiesandmovingfromthepublicand
formalized practice of dissection on male sub-
jects to more private occasions in which
women’s bodies were opened (sometimes even
by women) during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, Park makes a case for the female body
to be ‘‘the paradigmatic object of dissection’’
(p. 81), the pre-eminent object of inquiry inside
the body.
Park’s argument is developed on a few case
studies,ninecorpsesofwomenthatwereopened
between 1308 and 1543: two early-fourteenth-
century holy women (a visionary abbess, Chiara
da Montefalco, and Margherita di Citta ` di
Castello) (Chapter 1), four fifteenth-century
patrician mothers and wives (Chapter 3), two
early sixteenthprophetesses (Chapter 4), andthe
anonymous body of a woman condemned and
executed in 1541, leaning on the dissecting table
at the centre of the title-page of Andreas
Vesalius’ De humani corporis fabrica (1543)
(Chapter 5). The exiguous information available
on each case—a few pages in a process of
canonization, a few notes in a Ricordanza, a
passage in a hagiographical text or the often
elusive visual or textual reference in an anato-
mical treatise—is thoroughly analysed and
skilfully exploited, following all the threads the
sources offered for the reconstitution of the
cultural conditions in which the opening of the
body took place. With the notable exception of
the woman on Vesalius’ title-page, they are all
bodies that have been opened, manipulated,
dismembered and observed for purposes alien to
anatomical dissection, such as embalming,
autopsy, foetal excision, the inspection and
recognition of bodily signs of sanctity. Park’s
book focuses, in fact, on the opening of the body
as a whole, providing a broader context for the
historical appreciation of the rise of anatomical
dissection. In the book, the emergence of this
practise is—as it were—diluted within the cul-
tural framework of notions, beliefs and values
shaped by the general understanding of the
human body in the late Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, generated, according to Park, by
concerns related, primarily, to religion, family
and kinship, and, surprisingly, much less by
medical issues.
This leads the author, in her comprehensive
effort ofcontextualization, totakeintoaccount a
number of questions—stemming more or less
directly out her sources—concerning, for
instance, the history of medieval religious
practices, the specific visual culture that shaped
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the values involved in generation, genealogy
and kinship, and, above all, the role played by
whatParkcalls a‘‘genderedlens’’inshaping the
knowledge of the inner body, the empirical
approach to observation and, finally, the origin
of anatomical dissection.
A question arises, nonetheless, reading this
remarkable book. In the otherwise coherent
female narrative proposed by Park, why include
the openingandembalmingofthe Popes’ bodies
and the procedures of evisceration and ‘‘internal
embalming’’ described in the fourteenth century
by Guy de Chauliac, the personal physician of
Clement VI? These practises, as well as those
described in the nine cases carefully studied in
the book, apparently confirm Park’s claim about
theunproblematic openingofthehumanbodyin
medieval and Renaissance Christian culture.
How can we explain, then, the conflicting evi-
dence of religious uncertainty associated with
individual uneasiness, revulsion and disgust
generated by the opening of the body, as it
emerges, for example, in the Anatomia of Guido
daVigevanoandinthe AnatomiaRichardiinthe
firsthalfofthefourteenthcenturyor,attheother
end of Park’s chronology, in anatomical texts by
JacquesDuBois(JacobusSylvius)andJohannes
Dryander (first half of the sixteenth century)?
While these questions still remain to be thor-
oughly examined, Secrets of women opens up
new perspectives and thinking in this engaging
and multifaceted field of research.
Andrea Carlino,
University of Geneva
Ilana Zinguer and Isabelle Martin (eds),
Thé^ atre de l'anatomie et corps en spectacle.
Fondements d'une science de la Renaissance,
Bern and Oxford, Peter Lang, 2006, pp. x, 351,
£40.20, d63.10, $68.95 (paperback 978-3-
03910-962-3).
If there is one subject in medical history that
invites an interdisciplinary approach, it is
anatomy. Since the second half of the nineteenth
century the humanities (in the form of art his-
tory) have occupied themselves with the history
of anatomy, casu quo anatomical atlases. In the
past two or three decades the interest in the
history of anatomy from other domains of the
humanities has grown considerably. Historians
of literature, cultural historians, historians of the
theatre, philosophers, linguists, cognitive
scientists, all have turned their attention to the
subject, often with interesting results.
This collection of essays, Thé^ atre de
l'anatomie et corps en spectacle, is an example
of such a wide array of disciplines occupying
themselves with anatomy. This book contains
the proceedings of a conference entitled Les
Thé^ atres de l'anatomie organized at the
University of Haifa by the Centre de Recherche
de Civilisation Franc ¸aise in 2002.
The essays in the book are divided into two
parts, roughly along chronological lines; the first
partcontainsessaysthatmainlydealwithsubjects
from the Renaissance and early modernity. The
second part offers subjects from the eighteenth
centuryuntiltherecentpast(thelastessayisabout
Jean Genet’s 1950s play Les N  egres).
As one of the editors/contributors Ilana
Zinguer announces in her ‘Introduction’ that the
studies in this book are centred on two themes:
anatomy as a science, and the relations between
this science and literature. Not surprisingly,
I think, this approach works best in the first part
of the book. As Louis Van Delft points out in the
first essay, ‘Du me ´dical au litte ´raire’, Renais-
sancecultureischaracterizedbyfarlessdivision
in narrow specialisms than our age of well-
defined separate disciplines. In the Renaissance
boundaries between different fields of learning
were ‘‘supple’’ and ‘‘perméable’’. Indeed the
goals of anatomists and contemporary poets and
writers seemed to overlap; both were searching
for the essence of Man and for the identity of
his soul.
In Van Delft’s essay the dissection of a
subject by the sixteenth-century anatomist is
presented as a working method taken over by
writers and poets. It would have been interesting
as well to learn more about any influence of
writers and poets on the activities of anatomists.
Especially concerning the theme of the theatre
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performed. The relations between anatomy and
literature mentioned by Zinguer in her intro-
duction now seem a bit one-sided: writers bor-
rowing from anatomy and not vice versa. And
then:whatdidwritersandpoets borrowfromthe
science of anatomy? Michel de Montaigne’s
somewhat idiosyncratic use of the term
‘‘skeletos’’ (not so much a skeleton in the ana-
tomical sense, as a skinned but living body
dreamt up by the writer to allow insight into the
workings of the human being) as described by
Marie-Luce Demonet seems to suggest that
writers were mainly interested in anatomy as a
source for metaphors and emblems.
In some essays the subject ‘‘anatomy’’ seems
to be stretched beyond its limits. The descrip-
tions of physical ailments as a strategy to stress
the seriousness of certain emotions in sixteenth-
century ego documents may be a sign of an
emergingsenseofphysicality,ofthebody,inthe
literature of that period (Nadine Tsur-Kuperty,
‘Les mots du corps’) but how closely does the
use of these literary descriptions relate to the
science of anatomy? Other essays use anatomy
as an analogy: Gustave Flaubert came from a
family of famous doctors, Madame Bovary is a
book influenced by its author’s medical con-
nections, as is the clinical character of his
observations, but does that make Flaubert an
anatomiste, as He ´le ´na Shillony would have it?
The wide spectrum of disciplines and topics
brought together in this collection sometimes
tends to obscure its central theme of the relation
between anatomy and literature. That said,
Thé^ atre de l'anatomie et corps en spectacle
offers an interesting panorama on the way the
anatomical method of looking at its subject
pervaded and influenced (French) literary cul-
ture from the sixteenth century onwards. How-
ever, it would have been nice if the ways in
which culture—literary and otherwise—
pervaded and influenced the science and
scientists of anatomy had also found a place in
this book.
Tim Huisman,
Museum Boerhaave, National Museum for the
History of Science and Medicine, Leiden
Michael Sappol, Dream anatomy: a unique
blend of art and medical science from the
National Library of Medicine, Washington,
United States Department of Health and Human
Sciences, 2006, pp. xii, 180, illus., $30.00
(paperback 978-0-16-072473-2).
More than the treasures of Tutankhamen’s
tomb, more even than the latest impressionist
blockbuster, the most visited show on earth is
the display of plastinated cadavers prepared by
the German anatomist Gunther von Hagens.
What attracts fee-paying visitors in their mil-
lions to stare at these spectacularly revealed
human innards is the subject of Michael
Sappol’smarvellouslycompellingbook,namely
a renewed recognition of the fact that we all
think of ourselves as ‘‘anatomical beings’’.
I confess I picked up this book without great
enthusiasm. Having myself been responsible for
a number of medical exhibitions that have
showcased anatomical images, I was doubtful if
yet another treatment of anatomy’s aesthetic
surface could add much to what Martin Kemp,
Deanna Petherbridge and Andrea Carlino,
amongst many others, have already shown us.
Like these earlier studies, Dream anatomy takes
usthroughaparadeofthescience’sgreatesthits.
But there is nonetheless something distinctive
and important about this visual essay, and it lies
in Sappol’s unblinking focus on the emotional
potency—the undiluted joy—of ‘‘the anatomi-
cal imagination’’.
His thesis is unambiguous: having initially
prompted the mutual enrichment of art and
science, anatomical illustrations later became
the terrain upon which they were ‘‘defined in
opposition to each other’’. In Sappol’s golden,
pre-modern age, anatomical images provided
humanity with a moral mirror and probe—a
playful and dramatic canvas upon which cada-
vers teased viewers by delicately draping their
own skin, cavorting with props, making dra-
matic poses and dancing as only the dead know
how. Then, from the end of the seventeenth
century, the pleasure of early anatomy came to
be seen as a problem: ‘‘play and the pursuit of
truth became incompatible’’. In order to turn it
into a serious science of the real, the dreamy
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margins—images of dissected bodies were quite
literally stretched to fill the entire visual surface
of a plate or figure, leaving no room for plots,
gestures, props and fun. By 1800, the fantastical
aspects of anatomy had been downgraded as
merely ‘‘frivolous’’, banished to the extraneous
realms of academic, moral and historical art,
popular health and science education, political
cartoons, films, fiction and, most recently,
contemporary art.
Inevitably the details of his story are more
complicated. For one thing, anatomical images
were mostly the result of collaborations between
two artists: one brandishing a pencil, the other a
scalpel. Plotting the balance of power and fame
between them reveals fascinating insights into
instances of stylistic evolution. Printing innova-
tions also influenced the direction of change. But
it was another form of technology (the camera
obscura) that suggested photographic accuracy as
the most compelling visual ideal; with the
resulting ‘‘relentless gaze’’ being perfectly
embodied in the collaborative work of Jan van
Riemsdyk and William Hunter, whose images
almost terrorize their subjects. These new con-
ventions of realism also encouraged artists to
disentangle primary anatomical details from
secondary elements of symbolism and morally
suggestive contexts. Bernhard Albinus’ anato-
mical atlases of the 1740s, for example, with their
lavish backgrounds of wild life were reprinted
thirty years later without accompanying rhino-
ceroses and the like. Each passing style, each step
in the process of ‘‘getting real’’, is clearly
m o u r n e db yS a p p o l .E f f o r t st og i v ev i e w e r s
unmediated access to exactly what artist–
anatomists saw, inevitably, he suggests, led to
picturesthatweredecreasinglypleasingtolookat.
Produced some three years after the exhibi-
tionof thesame name,Dream anatomyis itselfa
philosophical reflection upon a set of images
nowpackedawayinthedrawersandshelvesofa
library. It works more through repeated visual
assertions than any substantially marshalled
bodyofevidence,andoffersverylittlebywayof
explanation about what propelled these unfor-
tunate changes: some combination of theology,
epistemology, and economics he briefly
speculates. Even the question of who bought
these atlases and prints and why, or indeed who
supported their production, is barely remarked
upon. But none of this matters, for it is not his
subject. Instead Sappol has treated us to a pas-
sionate account of some of the most astonishing
incarnations of anatomical inspiration, and for
that we should be very grateful.
Ken Arnold,
The Wellcome Trust
Richard Sugg, Murder after death: literature
and anatomy in early modern England, Ithaca
and London, Cornell University Press, 2007, pp.
xiv, 259, illus., £23.45, $45.00 (hardback 978-0-
8014-4509-5).
Murder after death is a study of anatomical
knowledge, practice, and reference in early
modern England, as explored in the plays,
poems, sermons, and stories of the period.
It contributes to a growing field of scholarship
interested in understanding the history of the
body not only through the study of scientific
discovery and medical progress, but also
through the close reading of the contemporary
and often popular literature that seized upon
such advances for its source material.
The book begins with a consideration of the
impact continental anatomical works like
Andreas Vesalius’s De humani corporis fabrica
had on the English literary imagination. In
particular, Sugg emphasizes how the metho-
dology and investigative impulses of anatomy
presented new rhetorical opportunities for
writers. In an appendix to the book, he provides
a bibliography of 120 English ‘‘anatomies’’
published between 1576 and 1650, and this
empirical evidence provides strong support for
his ensuing argument about the relationship,
bothetymologicalandepistemological,between
anatomy and analysis. In the practice of both, he
argues, investigators split and sort their subjects
into sections for scrutiny, incrementally assert-
ing mastery over the entire corpse / corpus. Both
are involved in a quest for knowledge, its limits,
and its control, and Sugg frequently returns to
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and enjoyable journey through topics as various
as early modern stage properties, the drug trade,
pornography, and vivisection.
The first two chapters investigate anatomy’s
linkstoaggressionasexpressedthroughrevenge
and cannibalism. Through vivid examples, Sugg
explores how writers used extreme violence not
only as a means of representing spectacular
physical torture, but also as a device through
which a victim’s soul could be controlled and
conquered. The following two chapters pursue
questions of body–soul sympathy more expli-
citly, suggesting that while anatomy initially
reinforced religious ideas about the soul, over
time it came to endorse a view of the body as
separate, secular, and mechanistic. In the final
chapter, Sugg returns to the subject of violence,
considering how the practice of vivisection or
‘‘live anatomy’’ in this period was both
entangled in ontological questions about per-
sonal identity and otherness, and also influential
in the development of modern medical science.
Though engagingly written throughout, one
of the limitations of the book is its failure to set
out and stick to what parts of anatomical dis-
course it wishes to explore. Sugg covers an
admirablelistoftopicsastheyrelatetoanatomy,
but at times his discursiveness weakens his
argument, resulting in a sense that everything,
from knowledge to power to violence to sexu-
ality, can be read as an expression of anatomy.
Furthermore, given the vast amount of scho-
larship in the past fifteen years that has con-
cerned itself with unravelling the relationships
among anatomy, literature, and the body, it is
unfortunate that Sugg does not introduce his
bookwithareviewofthefieldandhisplaceinit.
Suchanundertakingmighthavehelpedstaveoff
the inevitable suggestion that the work follows
too closely in the wake of Jonathan Sawday’s
The body emblazoned (1995), which over a
decade ago made similar claims about the
affiliation between literary and dissective
enquiry in early modern English culture.
Still, Sugg’s work offers its own insights,
mining lesser-known dramas like Henry
Chettle’s The tragedy of Hoffman and John
Stephens’s Cynthia's revenge for new
explorations of anatomy and its metaphorical
and literal uses. His chapter on cannibalism
keenly probes the incongruity between early
modern tales of New World savagery and the
Old World belief that the consumption of
mummified human flesh was a useful medical
treatment. Finally, his detailed appendices
illustrate the scope for anatomical rhetoric in
early modern writings and will be of great use to
other scholars in the field.
Erin Sullivan,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
François Martin Mai, Diagnosing genius:
the life and death of Beethoven, Montreal and
London, McGill-Queen’s University Press,
2007, pp. xviii, 270, illus., £17.99, CA $34.95,
US $29.95 (hardback 978-0-7735-3190-4).
The events of Beethoven’s life have captured
the popular imagination, making him the subject
of innumerable biographies and at least two
recent bio-pics. One question which has puzzled
his biographers is how Beethoven could com-
pose sublime music while labouring under ill
health, particularly his deafness. Franc ¸ois Mai, a
professor of psychiatry at the University of
Ottawa, offers some answers. Drawing on
material from a wide range of sources, Mai
makes good use of both primary and secondary
works. Contemporary accounts of the compo-
ser’s health are accessible in Beethoven’s own
writings,aswellasthoseofhismanyphysicians.
Tothese Maiaddsmoderndiagnostictools,such
as a toxicological analysis of a lock of
Beethoven’s hair.
Despite the wide range of evidence presented,
much of Mai’s analysis is likely to frustrate the
medical historian. In Diagnosing genius Mai is
principally concerned with the description and
interpretation of the medical evidence. Aiming
at comprehensiveness, Mai endeavours to pro-
vide a more complete interpretation of the
symptoms than has previously been achieved.
He ranges over a wealth of conditions, from
alcoholism, to syphilis, to lead poisoning, to
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cause of Beethoven’s death. But such analysis
cries out for historical contextualization. At
several points throughout the book, for instance,
Mai provides descriptions of Beethoven’s rela-
tions with his many physicians. Famously
irascible, Beethoven hired and fired physicians
with an impressive regularity, largely depending
on whether or not he approved of the treatment
they prescribed. Yet Mai provides no discussion
of the extensive historiography on the doctor–
patient relationship—a central context for
understanding Beethoven’s behaviour.
In his final chapter, Mai broadens his discus-
sion to encompass the links between illness and
creativity. Summarizing many of the insights of
other authors on the subject, he systematically
considers the effects that isolation, psycho-
pathology, substance dependency and medical
health problems may have on an individual’s
creativity. He suggests that conditions which
Beethoven, and others, suffered may have fed
their creativity, though the effect becomes dele-
terious if the illness is severe. Whilst careful in
rehearsing the research of others, it is a pity that
Mai seldom offers his own opinion.
In the same chapter Mai asserts that though
Beethoven was not a child prodigy like Mozart,
he did display ‘‘exceptional talent’’ (p. 179). But
this raises an interesting question, one which
Mai does not address: to what extent is genius a
social construction? In a fascinating aside,
which sadly Mai does not capitalize upon, he
reveals that the construction of the composer’s
reputation had a helping hand from his alcoholic
father. Determined that his young son should be
seen as a child prodigy, Beethoven’s father
concealed Beethoven’s real birth date, putting it
aboutthathis sonwas two years youngerthan he
actually was. This was a fact Beethoven himself
only learned in his mid-forties, when circum-
stances required him to send for his birth
certificate. But child prodigy or not, Mai’s
interpretation reveals a deep reverence for the
composer,onewhichwillbrooknooppositionto
Beethoven’s claims to eminence.
Mai’s careful research is a worthy addition to
the genre of medical biography, a field of
scholarship which seeks to establish what
individuals ‘‘really’’ suffered from. For the
medical historian, however, the value of the
book is diminished by its emphasis on
retrospective diagnosis and its disregard for
contemporary historiography. Like its subject,
Diagnosing genius displays a deafness of its
own—a deafness to historical context.
Caroline Essex,
University College London
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